"Restaurant industry sales are expected to grow in coming years as positive economic conditions spur increased consumer spending on AFH (away from home) dining."

– Hannah Spencer, Foodservice Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

However, with consumers having more choices of where to dine, restaurants must emphasize convenience to capture dining dollars. In addition, operators must offer more than quality food, including an enticing dining experience and ambience to encourage on-premise dining.

- Competition for prepared meals is high
- FSRs experience slowed growth

DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a more holistic view of this market
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Consumers dine out to socialize
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Restaurant Information Sources

Word-of-mouth recommendations are most valuable
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Parents are more likely to use social media to find restaurants
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Traditional Restaurant Competition

Competition remains high
Figure 34: Restaurant competitor utilization, July 2018

Young men buy meals from many sources
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Parents shop and dine at supermarkets
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Hispanics are top consumers for foodservice retail concepts
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Takeout trumps delivery, but dining out is still king
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Younger consumers more favorable towards delivery
Figure 40: On-premise vs at-home associations - delivery, by generation, July 2018

Lower income households more favorable towards delivery
### On-premise vs At-home Dining Behavior

**More than a third of restaurant-goers are cooking more at home**

Figure 42: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, July 2018

**Almost half of young women are cooking more at home than last year**

Figure 43: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, by age and gender, July 2018

**Parents are more likely to only dine out for special occasions**

Figure 44: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, by parental status, July 2018

**Black consumers, older women interested in calorie counts**

Figure 45: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, by age and gender, July 2018

Figure 46: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, by race & Hispanic origin, July 2018

**Middle income earners and parents interested in chains**

Figure 47: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, by household income, July 2018

Figure 48: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, by parental status, July 2018

**Parents and younger consumers are ordering more takeout and delivery**

Figure 49: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, by parental status, July 2018

Figure 50: On-premise vs at-home dining behavior, by age and gender, July 2018

### Dining Out Attitudes

**Consumers dine out to try something new, indulge**

Figure 51: Dining out attitudes, July 2018

**Younger generations desire both consistency and adventure**

Figure 52: Dining out attitudes, by generation, July 2018

**Millennials want to indulge when eating out**

Figure 53: Dining out attitudes, July 2018

**Older women feel it is easier to eat healthier at restaurants**

Figure 54: Dining out attitudes, July 2018

**Hispanics value ambience**

Figure 55: Dining out attitudes, ambience, by race & Hispanic origin, July 2018
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